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SUMMARY 

The methodology of the system and analytic predicting of oil-and-gas prospects of the mineral resources 
is suggested. The criteriality of gas and geochemical indicators are explained. The criteria parameters, 
systematically structured into the identity space of the geoinformation environment of oil and gas 
deposits, are identified. The algorithm of the computational procedures for the reflecting of oil-and-gas 
prospects in percent of saturation of gas-geochemical properties by geological meaning is developed; 
the very procedures are identified as formalized fluid storage capacities, abyssal and pressure-
temperature ones, and flow and geometric reservoir properties. The procedure of identifying of reliable 
local gas-geochemical objects (in other words, zones of ‘minor prospecting risk’) is formalized in order 
to enhance efficiency of the process of their localization, thus wise to minimize the risk at later stages 
of exploration 
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Introduction 
 
The modern oil and gas prospecting process within the difficult geology is marked by the steady 
tendency of the significant increasing of the level of the quality and reliability requirements of the 
local and regional prediction of oil-and-gas content; the process requires full and complete criterial 
explanation of the prediction at minimal cost.  
Constantly low exploration efficiency in certain cases is over thirty percent (Boiko, et al., 2019), 
therefore even the implementation of high technologies for predicting oil and gas content into the 
hydrocarbon prospecting production may cause the concerns in geological surveys. 
Despite the vast investments and intellectual efforts, the efficiency of exploration was failed to 
improve during a long period. This reflects a lack of reliable system technology for predicting oil and 
gas nature of mineral resources within the structure of prospecting process. The very technology 
would enable to establish the new quality outcome with integrative properties and this way to improve 
financial and technical-and-economic results of geological-prospecting production.  
Particularly, the frustration is supported and created by lack of motivation and based on the inverse 
link principle. The point is that the real deposit is described in the one system of criterial 
characteristics while the oil and gas promising object, where future deposit is prospected, described in 
the other one.  
 
Method and Theory 
 
According to experts, the main disadvantage of current predicting techniques is the ones are based on 
the solution of limited, logically unrelated assignments, which arise from conventional geological 
wisdom independently of any informative and structured system and with no sufficient 
methodological explanation. Therefore, modern predicting techniques do not form the logical integrity 
of the research process and cannot provide acceptable geoinformational result.  
The detailed digital analysis (Aronskiy, 2007) of the identified local objects of Boryslav-Pokutsk area 
of the Precarpathian depression reveals that low performance of prospecting is due to incomplete of 
formalization of oil and gas prospecting process.  
Hydrocarbon and gas-geochemical method is the best-performing among the techniques for predicting 
oil and gas content and hydrocarbon prospecting within consequently coherent structure of oil and gas 
prospecting process, resulting from its native system capacity and system saturation.  
Considering the existing theories and extended experience, one is challenged to present gas-
geochemical predicting as a system of concepts, tasks and methods that are implemented in the high 
technology process of analytical forecasting and further hydrocarbon prospecting 
Considering the condition on the market of oil and gas predicting and avoidance of total dependence 
on structural and tectonic base, there is the necessity of implementation of gas and geochemical 
predicting and the assessment of oil and gas prospects by means of system and analytic tools and set 
of new techniques.  
Known statements of existence of the areolas of dispersal of hydrocarbon gases within sedimentary 
strata that overlain oil and gas accumulation is the theoretical background of gas-geochemical method 
of predicting of oil and gas prospects.  
The very complex and heterogeneous distribution properties of gas-geochemical field become 
methodical arguments of obtaining reliable prediction of territories. The consequently coordinated 
interaction of predicted deposits and gas-geochemical fields within the most useful properties is the 
major emergent requirement for the efficient and reliable gas-geochemical predicting and 
hydrocarbon prospects assessment. 
We have gained considerable experience in testing the gas-geochemical method of researching for oil 
and gas within upper geochemical zone in different conditions of Western, Eastern and Southern oil 
and gas fields of Ukraine. The testing was conducted in accordance with the requirements of 
methodological guidelines for geochemical prospecting. The analysis revealed that considerable 
increasing of efficiency of oil and gas prospecting is possible upon condition of novel high technology 
facilities of gas-geochemical predicting oil and gas nature by means of system innovation of own 
methodological and procedural framework. 
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The structuring of connections of individual components of hydrocarbon gases mixture with reservoir 
features using cluster analysis enabled to conclude about oil and gas prospecting criteria:  
– all the individual components of the mixture of dispersed hydrocarbon gases present the criteria; 
hydrocarbon gases are dispersed within the space over the pay horizon 
– it is unreasonable to absolutize any single criteria characteristic; 
– the fullest formalized criteria data for reflecting the summarized cumulative pattern of deposit on 
the final phase of predicting must be set up. 
Hydrocarbon and gas-geochemical searching system has been developed and implemented in 
production at Geology and Oil and Gas Exploration Department of Ivano-Frankivsk National 
Technical University of Oil and Gas (Aronskiy, 1994). The criteriality of gas-geochemical indicators 
is explained based upon the theory of connection between hydrocarbon and gas-geochemical features 
within the structure of interaction of multidimensional geoinformation space. Generally, six criteria 
characteristics of free gas and seven characteristics of sorbed gas are identified.  
Criterial gas-geochemical features are systematically structured into the identity space of 
geoinformation environment of oil and gas fields. Through certain computational methods these 
features gain the opportunities to reflect oil and gas prospects in informative and analytic environment 
in percent of saturation of gas-geochemical characteristics by geological content. The very features 
are identified as follows: storage capacity, abyssal and thermobaric, and flow-and-geometrics 
parameters of deposit. Storage capacity (S) includes porosity and net pay zone of reservoir. Abyssal 
and thermobaric characteristics (A) include the parameter of deposit depth, reservoir temperature and 
pressure (Fedoriv, et al., 2019). Flow-and-geometrics characteristics (F) include reservoir 
permeability, reservoir altitude, hydrocarbon saturation index, oil density, etc.  
The geological qualities of the deposit in a particular case are formalized into certain combinations: 
SAF (independent, well-ordered oil and gas promising object with completed organization of deposit 
characteristics, that is predicted), SA, SF (self-ordered oil and gas promising object with double-
ordered organization of deposit characteristics, that is predicted), AF (the risk of absence of the 
deposit), S (water-bearing objects). However, the lack of connections indicates the non-productive 
objects. 
 
Examples 
 
Figure 1 provides an example of appraisal of the suggested method within Kachanivka deposit. The 
results of wells operation confirm the information quality of gas-geochemical characteristics of oil 
and gas content. Consequently, the progressive comprehensive approaches can hypothetically and 
statistically explain the hydrocarbon and gas-geochemical criteria of the oil and gas prospects, help to 
shift from the anomalous zones of hydrocarbon gas concentration fields (as palliative/incomplete 
result) to more reliable local gas-geochemical objects, namely zones of minor exploration risk, and 
optimize the process of their localization and thus minimize the risk at the later stages of exploration. 
The dynamics of theoretical development from simplified predicting methods to Geological System 
and methodological super subject structures, which turn into the pragmatic mode of reduced 
exploration risk, contributes to the system filling of the main concepts, categories and cartographic 
presentation of the results of gas-geochemical prospecting. Zone of “minor exploration risk” is 
considered as a certain final invariant informative matrix based on hydrocarbon and gas-geochemical 
and migrational-and-geodynamical characteristics. The very zone represents the zone of optimally 
effective accumulation of hydrocarbon and gas-geochemical criterial informative quality that is 
limited by representational self-organized outline of endless gravimetric field, where net pay 
morphology of the deposit is most likely reflected.  
The adapting of the hydrocarbon and gas-geochemical method of oil and gas predicting into the 
structure of oil and gas prospecting process as an informative requirement for each and every object 
will significantly increase the efficiency of oil and gas prospecting (Yarema, et al., 2019).  
Hence, the current level of development of oil and gas prospecting geochemistry acquires features of 
system and analytic method of predicting of oil and gas potential objects as a fundamental principle of 
increasing of the effectiveness of exploratory drilling through the implementation of the set of ideas, 
tasks and methods in completed high-methodological process. The technology is directed to minimize 
the prospecting risk at later stages of exploration works and avoid direct risk while laying of non-
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productive wells (Trubenko & Dubei, 2019). The technology is cheap, low energy-consuming, 
transportable, adaptable to high-technology computer system, consequently coherent and balanced in 
informational and analytical field.  

 

 
 

Figure 1 Map of informative and analytical field of oil and gas prospects of Kachanivka deposit 
 

The methodology of predicting and system assessment of oil and gas prospects of territories, selected 
areas and local structures in every certain version enables to conclude efficient and balanced 
management decisions in oil and gas prospecting field.  

 
Conclusions 
 
Thus, hydrocarbon and gas-geochemical informational prospecting system, as a specific way of 
organizing of cognitive and practice activities in the field of oil and gas prospecting, is focused on 
following:  
–  studying of the structure of backbone connections between abyssal geological characteristics within 
zones of long-time influence of hydrocarbon accumulation on the surrounding space over the pay 
horizon and its hydrocarbon and gas-geochemical criteria characteristics; 
– the development and implementation of major consequently coordinated concepts of system and 
analytic assessment and predicting oil and gas nature based on using of graphic method of localization 
of gas-geochemical objects; 
– minimization of prospecting risk on grounds of hydrocarbon and gas-geochemical and migration-
and-geodynamic characteristics.  
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